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y-ray emissionproducedby a relativisticbeam of runaway
electronsacceleratedby quasi-electrostaticthundercloud fields
N. G. Lehtinen, M. Walt, U.S. Inan, T. F. Bell and V. P. Pasko
STAR Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA
In an experiment described by Fishman et peak cloud-to-ground current and total charge transal. [1994],high energyphotonsof atmosphericorigin were ferred is comparable to those measured for a positive

Abstract.

detected by the Burst and Transient Source Experiment

dischargeon a •5% probabilitylevel [Uman, 1987, p.

(BATSE) detectors,located on the Compton Gamma Ray 124]. As shownby Bell et al. [1995],changingthe
Observatory(CGRO). In this paper we assessthe possibil- timescale of the charge removal has almost no effect on

ity that the bursts may be bremsstrahlungproduced by rela-

tivistic (> 1 MeV) runawayelectronbeamsacceleratedin an
avalanche processby quasi-electrostatic thundercloud fields.
We consider the height-dependent density profile of the relativistic electrons specified as a function of time in the con-

the avalanche

timescale.

On the other hand the model

of Roussel-Dupr•and Gurevich[1996]considers
an intracloud(IC) dischargecausedby removinga dipolecon-

sistingof a chargeof -•100 C at 18 km and -100 C at 5
text of a previouslyreported runaway model [Bell et al., km, over a timescale of • 10 ms. Also, the conductiv1995]. The electronbeam is modeledas a vertical cylinder ity of the atmospherewas calculated in different ways in
with radius 10 km, and numerical estimates are provided of the two models. The model of Roussel-Duprdand Gure-/-ray fluxes which would be observed at the satellite. The
predicted fluxes at the satellite altitude and at horizontal
distances of up to 500 km from the source are found to be
comparable to the experimental data.

vich [1996]makesuseof the height-dependent
ambient
conductivity,while the modelof Bell et al. [1995]also
takes into account the modification of atmospheric conductivity by runaway electrons and the self-consistent
effects of this modification

on the electron

avalanche.

Introduction

Using the electrondensity and energyspectrafrom their

Recent efforts to understand the luminosity produced
by lightning in the mesospherehave focused on the
effects of the quasi-electrostatic fields resulting from

have calculated the "/-ray flux and spectrum above the
atmosphere and found significant fluxes at satellite alti-

lightningdischarges[e.g., Paskoet al., 1995]. These

beam calculationsRoussel-Duprd
and Gurevich[1996]
tudes(seealso[Taranenkoand Roussel-Duprd,
1996]).

electric fields can lead to runaway beams of relativistic

The purpose of the present paper is to present the
"/-ray fluxes expected from the runaway model of Bell

electrons[Bell et al, 1995]whosecollisions
with atmo- et al. [1995] and to comparethese fluxeswith the

spheric atoms produce -/-rays by bremsstrahlung. The CGRO observations. Since relativistic electrons pro"/-ray detectorson the Compton Gamma Ray Observa- duce bremsstrahlung which is strongly peaked in the
tory (CGRO) havedetectedtransient"/-rayburstsorig- forward direction, one expects a highly directed flux of
inatingbelowthe satellite[Fishmanet al., 1994].Since "/-rays which might be very intense but would be unthese bursts are associated with thunderstorm
centers
likely to intersect a satellite with significant horizontal
and in a few cases have been correlated with individual
displacement from the thundercloud. Hence, the anlightningflashes[Inan et al., 1996],they maybe caused gular spread of the emitted "/-rays is a crucial factor
by the runaway electrons.
in determining whether the satellite measurementscan
The possibility of runaway electronsemitting "/-rays be explained by bremsstrahlungproduction by runaway
above thunderstormswas first suggestedby C. T. R. electrons.

Wilson already in 1925 [Wilson,1925]. However,the
possibility of their avalanchewas not considered.Calculationsof the densitiesof runaway electronshave been

Model Description

made by Roussel-Duprd
and Gurevich[1996]and by
Bell et al. [1995]usingsomewhatdifferentapproaches. We model the runaway electronsas a pencil-like verelectronbeam (Figure la). The electricfield is asThe modelof Bell et al. [1995]usedin this papercon- tical
sumed to be vertical and directed downward.
The beam
sidersthe quasi-electrostaticfield emerging in a cloud-

to-groundpositivedischarge(-•CG), causedby the re-

radiusof 10 km (consistentwith spriteobservations,
see
[e.g.,Bell et al., 1995]and references
therein])is small

moval of a positive chargeQ = +275 C from an altitude
compared to the distance to the spacecraft and thereof 10 km above the ground, the correspondingnegafore we neglecthorizontal (radial) distributionvariative charge -Q being located at 5 km. The discharge
tions of the electron beam density. The electronenergy
takes place over a timescale • 1 ms, and the resultant

and pitch-angledistribution(seeFigure 2) is basedon
the runawaymodelof Roussel-Dupr•et al. [1994].We
usedthe self-similar(constantin time) distributioncalculatedby Roussel-Dupr•et al. [1994]for a homogeneousexternalfield E and ratio 5o= E/Et = 8, where
Et is the critical runawayfield, e.g. [Roussel-Dupr•
et
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Figure 3. The electrondensityin the runawaybeam

[Bellet al., 1995]'(a) at differentaltitudes;(b) at difFigure 1. The configurationof the problem: (a) ge- ferent
moments in time.
ometryof electronbeamand satelliteposition;(b) definitions of electron and photon momenta.

l l km) is substantiallylowerthan in the free-space
case
al., 1994].The effectsof the geomagnetic
fieldB arenot
considered,assumingthat the magnetic field is vertical
and does not influence the electron distribution.

In the

(e.g.,Figure2b in [Bellet al., 1995])andgenerally
does
not showany maximumof 5oin the regionof the thundercloud,in contrastto resultsof Roussel-Dupr•and
Gurevich[1996].

caseof a slightly inclined magneticfield one shouldtake
Bremsstrahlungprocess. In this subsectionwe calthe axis of the beam parallel to B and use the electric culate the bremsstrahlungof relativistic electronsscatfield component along B. The relatively broad angular teredby the nucleiof atmospheric
nitrogenandoxygen.
distribution indicated in Figure 2 is due to scattering of
The doublydifferentialcross-section
forbremsstrahlun[
the electronsin the beam by atmosphericatoms. The is the cross-section
of the bremsstrahlung
production
height-dependentdensity profile of the relativistic elec- into a unit solidangleand a unit photonenergyintertrons for the initial thundercloud charge Q - 275 C is val. Forthe nucleus
charges
Z = 7 (nitrogen)andZ = 8
specifiedas a function of time in the previouslyreported (oxygen)and for electroninitial and final kineticener-

runawaymodel [Bell et al., 1995]and is plottedin Fig-

giesœe-mc2,œ•-mc2 •1 MeVwecanusetheBornap-

ure 3. The value of 5o used is based on the value of the proximation.For the angleof bremsstrahlung
6}and the
electric field expected following a lightning discharge photonenergyœph
the doublydifferentialcross-section
and was calculated as part of this model. In this model can be written as:
the field exceeds the threshold electric field Et at altitudes > 25 km, and 5o growswith height, with 5o > 8
for heights> 50 km. In the model of Roussel-Duprdand

Gurevich[1996],the emergingdipolefield exceedsthe
threshold electric field Et in two different height regions Here (see Figure lb) • is the angle betweenthe ve-

of the atmosphere(50hasa minimumat •- 40 km). The
electricfield in the thundercloudregion(wherethe first
maximumof 5owasobtained)wasassumedby RousselDuprd and Gurevich[1996]to be a free-space
field of
dipolecharges.However,in the [Bellet al., 1995]model
the magnitude of the post-dischargeelectric field at a
distance from the thundercloud comparable with the

characteristicscaleof atmosphericconductivity(i.e. 6-

locitiesof the incidentelectronand the emitted photon; df• is an elementarysolid anglein the photonmo-

mentaspace;OX/Oœph
is the radiation•ross-section
for
producinga photonof energyœpninto unit intervalof
œpn,integratedoverall directionsof the producedphoton momentum;(I)(O)characterizes
the angulardistribution of bremsstrahlung.The function(I)(O)is nor-

malizedfor convenience
(f4• (I)(O)df•- 1). Forrelativistic electrons(I)(O)falls off fast for large •, therefore the bremsstrahlung is forward-directed. The angle of bremsstrahlung• can be found if the directions

105[

of the photonf•pn(Opn,
•bph)and the electronmomenta
•e(0e, •e) are given:

•104
I

cos0 -- sin0esinOp•cos(•b•
- •bp•)+ cos0• cosOpt.

I
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In the aboveequation0• is the anglebetweenthe ve-

locityof an electron
andthevertical,Op•is the angle

between
theradiated
photon
andthevertical,
and

......

10-1

"i0o

101

is the corresponding
azimuthal
angle(seeFigurelb).
The expressions
for OX/Oœp•
canbe foundin [Heitler,
1954,p. 245]andfor (I)(0)in [Jackson
1975,p. 705];
seealso[Roussel-Duprg
et al., 1994].

The specificemissivity(the numberof photonsradiated by a unit volumeper unit solidangleof photon
Figure 2. The electronenergydistributionsfor differ- momentaper unit photonenergyintervalper second)
ent electronanglesOe[Roussel-Dupri
et al., 1994].
is then given by:
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whereF is the radius-vectorof the source(the electronnucleussystem),fe is the electrondistributionfunction,
Ve is the initial electronvelocity, N• and No• are

o 02

toospheric molecular densities of nitrogen and oxygen

respectively(the densityof otherelementsis negligible).

o

The numerical calculations show that the specificemissivity has its maximum at the altitudes of 60-70 kin. Its
decreaseat lower altitudes is explained by the decrease
in electron density in the beam and at higher altitudes
by the decrede in the atmosphericdensity. The specific
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emissivity,integratedover•pn and the BATSE photon
energyintervals(the photonproductionrate), is plotted Figure 5, The photon flux at the satellite altitude
(h• -500 km) (integrated over the BATSE energy
in Figure 4.
ranges) as a function of horizontal distancefrom the
Radiation
attenuation.
Radiation
is attenuated
due
to Comptonscatteringandthe photoelectric
effect(pho- sate]lite to the beam at the time when the photon emiston absorption).Other processes
(such• pair produc- sion is at maximum (the initial thundercloudcharge
tion) do not contribute for the photon energyranges
of interest(gpn• I MeV) [Hubbell,1969;Price et al.,
1954,p. 22].
The total photoncross-section
for the photonenergy
The attenuation of a flux of photons with given energy is expressedby the following relation between the
photon flux at the detector in the absenceof scattering
and absorption •0 and the flux in their presence•:

ranges of interest can be written as:

grtøt_--grphq-grc,
whererrpnis the photoelectric
cross-section,
and the
Compton cross-section

I =Iobe -•,

wherer is the opticaldepth, or shieldthickness[P•ce
et al., 1954, p. 45], b is the build-upfactor (b • 1),
which takes into account the photons scattered into the
detector.

The optical depth r is obtained by integrating the
linear "narrowbeam" attenuationcoefficient• overthe
radiation ray path from F to Fa•t'

•det
In our c•e, the linearattenuationcoefficient
• h• the

•

ph

isintegratedoverfinalphotonenergies
S•p•. The Compton scattering cross-sectionis given by the Klein-Nishina

formula[e.g.,Heirlet, 1954,p. 217].
At the heights 60-70 km, where the specific emissivity is at its maximum, the optical depth for photon
energies20-500 keV in the vertical direction is lessthan

is negligible,becauseif the effectsof scattering and absorption are small, the fractional contribution of scattered photons to the detected radiation, compared to

thosenot scattered,is lessthan • Io

+

ON

œpn
•o.C
J•tph,min
OS
/ dœ/ph

10-2. Therefore,the contributionof scatteredphotons

value:

u(en, 5') -

O.½ •

m r, assuming

r << 1. To confirm this result, the flux of once-scattered
photons was calculated for the simple case of runaway

The linear attenuationcoefficientis a functionof spatial coordinates
(throughN• (F•) andNo• (F•)) andthe electronswithout angular spread(0e • 0). Sincethe
bremsstrahlung radiation is m•imum along the elecphotonenergySpn.

tron velocity (0 = 0), we assumethat the primary pho-

t=1.05 ms (maximumemission)
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tons also move vertically. To calculate the flux of secondary photons one has to take into account that the
energy of the Compton scattered photon differs from
that of the incident one and depends on the angle of
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secondaryphoton flux at all anglesis found to comprise
lessthan 0.2% of the non-scatteredphoton flux.

Comparison of Model and Predictions
with

the

Data

The eight BATSE detectorson the CGRO satellite
Photons/(cm3.sec)

Figure 4. The photon production rate at different
heights in different BATSE energy ranges at the time
when the photon emissionis at maximum (the initial

thundercloudchargeQ - +275 C).

have a sensitive area of about 2000cm2 each. The
recordingof time-taggedevents(TTE), is activatedby
a trigger system and consistsof the arrival times for
up to 32,000 individual photons with a resolution of

2 I•s [Fishman et al., 1994]. The experimentmakes
use of four photon energy channels: 20-50 keV, 50-100

keV, 100-300keV and> 300keV.The burstsreported relativisticelectronsaccelerated
in an avalanche
process

by Fishman
et al. [1994]
lie in the3rdchannel
(100- by quasi-eleCtrostaticthundercloudfields.

The calculated -,-ray fluxes and the duration of the
300 keV) and havedurationsof the orderof I ms and
peakcountingratesof the orderof 10-30counts/0.1ms, burstsare comparableto thosemeasuredby the BATSE
whichagreeswith the durationof the electronbeamcal- detectorsOn the Compton Gamma-Rayobservatory
culatedby Bell et al. [1995]and consequently
with .the whenthe satelliteis in the vicinity (horizontalrangeof
duration of the bremsstrahlungradiation burst. The

_• 300km) of the discharge.
If the distance
is greater,

detectionefficiency
of the BATSE instrumentis of the the -,-rays are unlikely to be seen from the satellite.
orderof 30% [G. Fishman,privatecommunication]. Also,a significantthundercloudcharge(> 250 C) must
Figure5 showsthe predicted-,-rayfluxesat height be brought to groundto produceobservablefluxes.
of 500 km as a function of horizontal range Rs from
We concludethat the major featuresof the BATSE
the beam locationfor the modelparametersdiscussed -,-ray observations
can be explainedas bremsstrahlung
in the introduction(Q = +275 C), The flux valuesob- produced by MeV runaway electrons in thunderstorm
servedby BATSE (the experimental
data) are shown quasistatic electric fields.
by the hatchedareaon the figure.It can be seenthat
a goodmatchbetweenmodelpredictions
andobserva- Acknowledgments.
This work was supported by NSF
tionsoccurs
whenthehorizontal
rangeis,-•300km. The grant ATM9412287 and NASA grant NAGW2871.
radiation is beamed,particularly for the higherenergy

photonsand decreases
very rapidlywith greatersatellite distances Rs.
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